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ETIP SNET Webinar
Presentation of the R&I Implementation
Plan 2022-2025. Online on 6 th of April.
Podcast
Our fourth Podcast episode
is available now!
Working Group Meeting recap
The annual spring Working Group
Meeting took place.
Roger Léron Award
Submit your nomination until
29th of April!
Living Lab Workshop
Register here by 14 th of April!

ETIP SNET Webinar
Our partners from ETIP SNET are hosting a
webinar to present their new R&I
Implementation Plan.
The event on 6th of April will consist of three
plus one introductory session, where ETIP
SNET Core Team members will present the
nine “High Level Use Cases” These cases are
critical to outline the concrete R&I Priority
Project Concepts that will need to be pursued
in the ongoing decade to achieve the targets
set by the EU Green Deal for 2030. In doing
so, the ETIP SNET R&I Implementation Plan
will help translate theoretical requirements
into fundamental and discernible features of
the European energy system of 2030 to be
realised through concrete R&I projects. The
event addresses the European Commission,
representatives from the ETIP SNET and the
wider R&I communities.
To join the webinar, please register here by
4th of April.

Podcast

Working Group Meeting

Roger Léron Award

Our new episode “Local energy
markets need precise rules
and roles” is available now.
This issues’ guests are Michael
Hübner
and
Lionel
Delchambre.

The annual spring Working Group Meeting of
our JPP ERA-Net SES Knowledge Community
took place. The Working Group leads Aila
Maijanen, Alisa Utz, Julio Alterach, Iva Gianinoni
and Ludwig Karg presented the drafts of the
Policy Briefs of each Working Group. Afterwards,
the drafts were intensely discussed in separate
Working Group sessions. This meeting has now
created the ideal basis for the last fine-tuning of
the JPP ERA-Net SES Policy Brief 2022 Edition
that will be published in May 2022.

FEDARENE has launched the nomination
process for the Roger Léron Award 2022! The
theme of the 7th edition puts a spotlight on
Energy Efficiency Leaders. Submit your
nomination and promote an outstanding
individual whose creativity, impact, strategic
approach and leadership have triggered
impressive results in energy efficiency at the
local,
regional
or
European
level.
th
Nominations are open until 29 of April 2022.
Find more information here.

Stay tuned
to hear
more
about our
Policy
Briefs
soon!

Living Lab Workshop

Michael Hübner is not only one of the
Coordinators of the JPP ERA-Net SES, he is
also working as an innovation officer at the
Austrian Climate Ministry. From this
background he emphasises the importance
of consumer and stakeholder involvement in
the innovation process. Lionel Delchambre
from the JPP ERA-Net SES project H2
CoopStorage gives interesting insights into
the project’s work and stresses that the
benefits of the energy transition need to be
felt in a region. Moreover, he gives the
example of a citizen energy cooperative in
Flanders that didn’t pass the rising energy
cost to the consumer since their electricity is
produced by wind, which is independent of
the rise of gas prices.
Find all Clean Energy Transition podcast
episodes here!

On 27th of April from 9-12 CEST the Living Lab
Workshop “Sharing of citizen/end-user
engagement
and
related
validation
experiences (Living Labs)” will take place!
If you want to take part in the workshop,
please register here by 14th of April. You can
register as a presenter in the session via the
same registration link. Once you’ve
registered, you will receive a calendar
invitation with a Webex link from the system.

